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Abstract
Chromosome stoichiometry, a form of genetic plasticity, specifically refers to variation in the standard diploid genomic 
composition of an individual or species. In the present work, freshwater planarians (Girardia schubarti) were analyzed 
to recognize variations in chromosomal stoichiometry especially of complete ploidal change between specimens, 
within specimens and between cells within specimens and any relations they might have with selected components 
of phenotypic plasticity. Homoploid polyploids for the group reached rational scalar multiples (e.g. tetraploids) or 
irrational scalar multiples (e.g. triploids). Karyotypic mosaics emerged where individual cells presented polyploid 
multiples in arithmetic and geometric progressions. Ploidal multiplicity, a chromosomal component of stochastic noise, 
had positive phenotypic effects (increased dimensions) on morphologic criteria of body length, body width and dorsal 
surface reflecting a significant genotypic plasticity (GP) and robust phenotypic plasticity (PP). Variable but significant 
association of genotypic plasticity with robust phenotypic variance suggests kinetics of phenotypic homeostasis that 
is species-specific permitting phenotypic adaptability to environmental variables by means of GP. That association is 
diminished, deactivated or lost in more advanced and more complex organisms.

Keywords: haploid (n), genetic plasticity, karyotypic mosaics, kinetic homeostasis, ploidal value.

Poliploidia como componente cromossômico de ruído estocástico: variações 
escalares múltiplas do componente cromossômico diploide do invertebrado 

Girardia schubarti ocorrente no Brasil

Resumo
A estequiometria cromossômica, uma forma de plasticidade genotípica, representa variações na composição genômica 
diploide de um indivíduo ou espécie. Planárias límnicas (Girardia schubarti) foram analisadas para verificar a 
estequiometria cromossômica, especialmente alterações na ploidia entre espécimes, em cada espécime e entre células do 
mesmo espécime, além de relações dessas alterações com a plasticidade fenotípica. Espécimes poliploides homoploides 
apresentaram múltiplos escalares racionais ou irracionais, tais como triploides. Mosaicos cariotípicos ocorreram quando 
células apresentaram poliploides múltiplos em progressões aritméticas e geométricas. Nas planárias estudadas, a 
multiplicidade ploidal, um componente cromossômico de ruído estocástico, apresentou efeitos fenotípicos positivos, 
causando aumento das dimensões dos indivíduos, tais como comprimento corporal, largura do corpo e superfície dorsal, 
indicando plasticidade genotípica (GP) significativa e plasticidade fenotípica (PP) robusta. Associações significativas 
da plasticidade genotípica com variâncias fenotípicas robustas, embora variáveis, sugerem que a homeostase fenotípica, 
a qual é espécie-específica, possibilita adaptações a variáveis ambientais através da GP. Tal associação apresenta-se 
reduzida, desativada ou perdida em organismos mais complexos.

Palavras-chave: haploides, plasticidade genética, mosaicos cariotípicos, homeostase cinética, valor ploidal.

1. Introduction

An essential point of biological identity for eukaryotes 
is the singular presence of chromosomes that constitutes 
the ploidal genomic base “n-value” (i.e. n-aggregate) for 

an individual and the species of which it is a part. Distinct 
morphological forms of chromosomes (Figure 1) allow 
identification by centricity class and number. This ploidal 
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base however is usually multiplied by a scalar (λ) within 
individuals thus presenting a copy number. Diploidy 
(λ=2) (Figure 2) is the common “copy” of haploid (n(i,…,j)) 
chromosomal complements found in most species, thus 
defining the diploid genotype or genome (2n or “2 × n”) 
of a species where the total number of chromosomes is 
“y” so that  (Equation 1): y=∑n(i,…,j)(λ=2)=2 n(i,…,j), 

( ) ( , , ), , 2 2 ,(  ,)i j i jy n n euploid… …= ∑ λ = =  (1)

the usual homeostatic ploidal value for most species.
Complications arise when multiples of the ploidal base 

lead to variations in the homeostatic chromosomal aggregate. 
These multiples can be entire “2n” (gp::2n+∆2n(i,…,j)) 
(Equation 2)

( 1,.., )( )i j polyploidy euploidx >= =λ   (2)

or partial “n” haploid (gp∝∆n(i,…,j)) (Equation 3):

( ,.., )  .)i j aneuplo dyx i≤ == λ  (3)

Such variations define genetic plasticity (gp) (Benya et al., 
2007; Beukeboom et al., 1998) a measured variation in 
standard chromosome number for an individual or species, 
a physical component of genetic variance ( 2

Gσ ). Such 
multiples at the sub-cellular physical level plus physiological 
variation can manifest a distinct presence within overall 
biological identity collectively called “stochastic noise” 
(Li et al., 2010).

Chromosome stoichiometry (Pavelka et al., 2010), 
specifically refers to variation in the standard diploid 
(gp∝∆n(i,…,j) ±∆2n) genomic composition of an individual 
or species. It is a form of genetic plasticity.

Rational numeric scalar variations can occur in the 
haploid chromosomal base (n(i,…,j)) in its entirety termed 
“Whole Genome Duplication” (WGD) (n(i,…,j) ::∆2n) 
(Bekaert et al., 2011; Comai, 2005). These multiples 
vary from the regular diploid (2n) complement such that 
polyploidy (2n(i,…,j)) of the 2n set (2n(i,…,j) ::∆2n) is manifest 
(Hieter and Griffiths, 1999). This ploidal variation can 

arise between populations within a species, between 
specimens within a population or between cells, within a 
specimen (i.e. karyotypic mosaicism). Polyploidy thus 
refers to complete haploid (n) copy number variability, as 
multiplicative variation, in the diploid base of a complete 
chromosomal complement (2n) (Hieter and Griffiths, 
1999; Speicher and Carter, 2005). It is a type of genomic 
mutation (Pala et al., 1999; Rajagopalan et al., 2004) where 
the entire ploidal base of “n” chromosomes is affected at 
meiosis or mitosis, but individual genes almost always 
remain intact, undergoing only multiplicative changes 
in their numbers.

In organisms of indeterminate growth (e.g. angiosperms) 
such multiplication can be beneficial (Sterken et al., 2012; 
Pennisi, 2011; Jaio et al., 2011). However in organisms 
of determinate growth (e.g. mammals) such change can 
be deleterious (Leitch and Leitch, 2008). Mechanisms 
or processes that determine polyploidy are numerous. 
Endoreduplication, sometimes referred to as endoreplication 
(Edgar and Orr-Weaver, 2001) is one of the best documented 
processes giving rise to polyploidy (Hieter and Griffiths, 
1999; Sterken et al., 2012). Individual gene expression can 
be induced or repressed by variation in ploidal numbers 
(i.e. n, 2n, 3n, etc.) between individual specimens of a 
population or species (Galitski et al., 1999). Such variation 
can amplify or contract the physical expanse of a genome.

Results of such mechanisms or processes are especially 
frequent in triclads (Kawakatsu et al., 1983, 1984). However 
isolation, identification and referential indexing of these 
processes in individual specimens and populations can 
present problems of ploidal stability. Specimens of freshwater 
triclads are known for their robust regenerative capacity 
after suffering multiple partitions (e.g. amputations) where 
each segment regenerates a clone of the original specimen 
(Newmark and Alvarado, 2002; Wagner et al., 2011).

Goal of this research was to recognize variations in 
chromosomal stoichiometry especially of complete ploidal 
change between specimens, within specimens and between 
cells within specimens of the species Girardia schubarti 
(Marcus, 1946), any tendencies those variations might 
present and any relations they might have with selected 
components of phenotypic plasticity (PP).

2. Material and Methods

Specimens of G. schubarti (Marcus, 1946) analyzed 
for this study were from the South Brazilian State of 
Rio Grande do Sul (Table 1), which has a sub-tropical 
climate, allowing emphasis on ploidal variation. A tissue 
liquefaction-and-spread method was used, as previously 
described (Benya et al., 2007), to extract metaphase stage 
chromosomes from each specimen, then spread, fix, 

Figure 1. Girardia schubarti: haploid (n=4) morphologic 
chromosomal aggregate (left to right) of one metacentric (M), 
two sub-metacentric (SM) and one highly sub-metacentric 
(HSM) (sub-acrocentric) chromosomes (scale bar=10 μm).

Figure 2. Diploid (2n=8) homeostatic norm for Girardia 
schubarti (scale bar=10 μm).
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stain, count and classify their morphology within each 
plate. Specimens were primarily distinguished as having 
haploid chromosomal morphologic base aggregates of n=4. 
They were then further distinguished as being diploid (2n) 
so that (2n=2λx=8, where x=1 and λ=4); the homeostatic 
standard genomic complement for most organisms, or as 
being polyploid; a numerical multiple [( ( 1,..., )( i jx >λ ) (2) =(2 ( 1,..., )i jx >λ )] 
of that diploid complement, thus being some putative 
metastatic genomic complement (i.e. triploid, tetraploid, 
pentaploid, etc.) (Figures 3-5).

Pure polyploid specimens were recognized as were 
karyotypic mosaics, those with diverse inter-cellular 
chromosome stoichiometry (i.e. specimens presenting a 
matrix of cells having differing multiples of the diploid 
base within the same specimen). Mathematically rational 
multiples (i.e. 2, 3, 4, etc.) of the diploid complement 
were documented. Mathematically irrational multiples 
(e.g. 1.5, 2.5) also termed “off ploidy” (Pavelka et al., 
2010), presenting triploid and pentaploid, chromosome 
plates, were also documented. Each specimen was then 

assigned a “Ploidal Value” (PV) recognized according to 
karyotype (i.e. 2n, 3n, 4n, mosaic), a genotypic variable. 
For homoploid specimens for the diploid complement or 
for any rational numerical multiple of that complement, 
the PV was simply the multiple (rational or irrational) of 
the diploid (i.e. 2n, 3n, 4n, etc.).

Specimens presenting mosaic plate proportions varying 
between 0 and 100% for each diploid multiple received 
a PV calculated in one of three ways. Where the diploid 
chromosomal plate count dominates within a specimen 
(>50% of plates) take the highest irrational polyploidal plate 
count within that mosaic (i.e. 3n, 5n, etc.). Calculate the 
percentage contribution of that “off-ploidal” polyploid to 
the entire mosaic of that specimen. Multiply that percentage 
by the haploid (i.e. n=4) of the specimen. Add this result 
to the predominant homeostatic plate count (2n=8). 
Thus Σ (plate count) =18 where 16 plates=2n and 2 plates=3n, 
then 2/18=0.11x(n=4)=0.44+(2n=8)=8.44=PV.

Where plate counts, present at irrational scalar 
multiples of the 2n diploid complement (e.g. 3n), dominate 

Table 1. Regions furnishing specimens for this investigation and their altitudes, ploidal constitution and ploidal value (PV).

Region Altitude (m) Ploidal constitution (λ) n-value Number of 
Specimens PV

Cachoeirinha 23 Tetraploid 4n=16 3 16.00
Camaquã 39 Tetraploid 4n=16 1 16.00

Salvador do Sul 113

Diploid 2n=8 9 8.00
Triploid 3n=12 2 12.00

Tetraploid 4n=16 2 16.00

SS-1 Mosaic

* 8 8.44
8.44
8.80
9.90

11.46
15.11
15.61
15.63

SS – 2 Mosaic

* 15 8.48
8.50
8.67
8.77
8.88
9.33
9.33
9.50
9.22
9.22
9.67

10.03
11.20
11.33
18.86

n = 40
*Karyotypic mosaics (SS-1 and SS-2) presented 2n, 3n, 4n, 5n, 6n or 8n ploidal multiples in varying proportions.
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a specimen, thus having an “off ploidy” (Pavelka et al., 
2010), all chromosomal plates presenting numerically 
irrational multiples of that “off ploidy” (e.g. 3n, 6n) are 
combined and analyzed as a homologous entity with the 
predominant polyploidy being the divisor in total percentage 
calculations. Thus a specimen presenting 54 total plates where 
5 plates=2n, 42 plates=3n, 4 plates=4n and 3 plates=6n, 
polyploids 3n and 6n are scalar multiples “1x” and “2x” 
respectively of irrational (2n×1.5=3n) yielding off ploidal 
polyploid 3n. The number of 3n plates=42 and the number 
of 6n plates=3 Σ 42+3=45 total “off ploidal” count. Diploids 
2n and polyploids 4n are rational scalar multiples “1x” and 
“2x” of diploid 2n. As the number of 2n plates=5 and the 
number of 4n plates=4; thus Σ 5+4=9 (homeostatic diploid 
and polyploidy). Polyploid plates 3n+6n=45 predominate; 
thus 45/54=0.83x(n=4)=3.33+(2n=8)= 11.33=PV.

Where a specimen is dominated by polyploidy at 
numerically rational multiples (e.g. 3n, 4n, 8n) total 
plate count will be the denominator in calculating overall 
polyploid proportions so that Σ [total plate count]=2n+3n+4n+…), 
when 7 plates at 2n=8, 15 plates at 3n=12, 41 plates at 
4n=16, 9 plates at 8n=32; Σ [total plate count]= 7+15+41+9=72. 
Any plate count that is a geometric scalar multiple of 
the polyploid dominant (e.g. 4n=16, 8n=32) is counted 
with/and as a component of the predominant polyploid 
count (e.g. 7 plates at 2n=8, 41 plates at 4n=16, 9 plates 

at 8n=32). The predominant polyploid plate count = 41 at 
4n=16 Σ [predominant polyploidy plate count ] = 7+41+9=57. Use this sum 
to calculate the percentage that is the dominant polyploid 
component of the specimen (e.g. 57/72=0.792). Multiply 
that percentage by the haploid (i.e. n=4) of the specimen 
(e.g. 0.792×n=4=3.17). Add this result to the highest 
irrationally numerical scalar multiple of 2 n (e.g. 3n 
plus any of its rational multiples) within that specimen: 
Σ [predominant polyploidy plate count] = 41 (at 4n=16)+9(at 8n=32)+7 
(at 2n=8) =57/72=0.792 x [n=4] =3.17 + [3n=12]= 15.17=PV.

Measurements of body length (BL), body width (BW) 
and their composite measure as “dorsal body surface” (DS) 
(i.e.) furnished the phenotypic variables (i.e. body criteria) 
for this study. Identification of these variables associated 
with that of ploidal variation allowed statistical analysis 
(i.e. ANOVA, correlations, regressions, using SPSS) of 
data with the goal of identifying ploidal tendencies as 
well as their possible relations with phenotypic plasticity. 
The investigation then focused on statistical analysis of 
individual populations. The 40 specimens distributed and 
associated into 14 clusters of two to 40 specimens per 
cluster. Association within each cluster was according to 
rational or irrational scalar multiples of the n-aggregate 
base (n=4). A specimen could thus belong to more than 
one cluster.

3. Results

Chromosome plates (n=927) from 40 specimens of 
the species G. schubarti were examined. A group of three 
populations from three geographic regions of the state of Rio 
Grande do Sul, Brazil, presented metaphase chromosome 
plates, the qualities of which revealed polyploidy at varying 
scalar multiples of the diploid 2n homeostatic chromosome 
complement. Physiologic phenotypes are not addressed 
in this report. Chromosome plates within each individual 
specimen were classified as diploid (2n=8) (Figure 2), 
triploid (3n=12) (Figure 3) tetraploid (4n=16) (Figure 4), 
or stable mosaic at 2n, 3n, 5n, 6n, up to and including 8n 
and any variation therein (Table 1).

Of the three populations, two were tetraploid and 
one was sympatric pure diploid, triploid, tetraploid plus 
mosaic. Karyotypic mosaics presented the 2n, 3n, 4n, 5n, 
6n or 8n ploidal multiples in varying proportions. Of the 
40 specimens studied, nine were pure homoploid 2n (i.e. 
2n=8) and 31 were polyploid homoploid multiples (>2n), 
or mosaic (heteroploid) combinations, significantly variant 
from a random 50:50 expectation. This distribution indicates 
significant variability in ploidal stability (ploidal lability) 
within the species G. schubarti having a high genotypic 
plasticity, reflected in notable levels of endoreduplication 
and/or non-segregation at the haploid level (Sterken et al., 
2012) but also at the diploid and even triploid levels. 
Complete polyploids at 3n and 4n (y=2n ) (8 specimens, 
20%) formed a notable minor cluster (Table 1). Statistical 
analysis revealed varying levels of difference or relationship 
between clusters.

Figure 5. Girardia schubarti: pentaploid 5n=20; 
irrational multiple (λ=2.5) of an original homeostatic 
2n=8 complement presenting metastatic 5n sequence of 
n=4-aggregate of chromosomal morphologic forms (scale 
bar=10 μm).

Figure 3. Girardia schubarti: triploid 3n=12; irrational 
multiple (λ=1.5) of an original homeostatic 2n=8 
complement presenting metastatic 3n sequence of 
n=4-aggregate of chromosomal morphologic forms (scale 
bar=10 μm).

Figure 4. Girardia schubarti: tetraploid 4n=16; rational 
multiple (λ=2) of and original homeostatic 2n complement 
presenting metastatic 4n sequence of n=4-aggregate of 
chromosomal morphologic forms (scale bar=10 μm).
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This species is distinguished by morphologic forms of 
chromosomes constituting its total aggregate. At n=4 the 
species has one metacentric, two sub-metacentric and one 
highly sub-metacentric chromosome (Figures 1-5) whose 
form was approaching sub-acrocentric, a key indicator 
of basic chromosomal aggregation (n) and ploidal level.

These 40 specimens presented body criteria dimensions 
having positive correlations with PV, those of BW and DS 
being significant. Regression analysis indicated significant 
quadratic and cubic effects of PV on BL, BW and DS. 
A group of specimens at Salvador do Sul (alt. 113 m) 
showed highly significant positive correlations of body 
criteria measurements with PV at r=0.464, P=0.004, 
r=0.563,P<0.001 and r=0.511,P=0.001 for BL, BW and 
DS. BL reached significant lengths of 25.0 mm and BL 
measured 4.0 mm as DS reached 100 mm2 at maximum 
PV of 18.86. However these values significantly regressed 
(quadradically and cubically) to 2n (wild type) levels as 
the mean PV diminished to 10.3.

All three body criteria showed significant regression 
with PV confirming the linear correlations but reflecting 
a phenotypic tendency toward the body dimensions of 
the homeostatic 2n specimens after significant growth 
to variable but predictable dimensions. This tendency 
was reinforced in a cluster of 11 specimens, homoploid 
or mosaic, presenting binary step-wise multiples (i.e. 4n, 
6n, 8n) of their 2n base. Positive linear correlations and 
regressions of body criteria with PV were all significant.

Specimens (n=15) presenting strictly rational multiples 
of the diploid, n=4-aggregate (i.e. 2n=8 and 4n=16) 
showed significant linear correlation of the body criteria 
BW and DS with PV at r=0.587, P=0.021 and r=0.529, 
P=0.043 respectively. Specimens (n=25) at Salvador do Sul 
presenting irrational multiples, homoploid or mosaic for 
the diploid n=4-aggregate (e.g. 3n, 5n) showed significant 
linear correlation of BW and DS with PV (i.e. r=0.504 and 
0.437) and significant regression of these criteria with PV.

4. Discussion
Chromosome stoichiometry (Becskei et al., 2005; 

Pavelka et al., 2010; Chester et al., 2012) can be used as 
a gauge of genome amplification which can be measured 
in numerically complete multiples of n-aggregate ploidal 
complements within cells (Xi et al., 2011). In the present study, 
that multiplicity was especially obvious (31 of 40 specimens: 
77.5%) in populations presenting a basic n=4 chromosomal 
aggregate. However within specimens studied herein, this 
multiplicity usually occurred in varying degrees between 
zero and 100% in multiples of “2” (i.e. λ=2) being arithmetic 
and even geometric (i.e. mosaics 3n=12, 4n=16, 6n=24, 
8n=32) in its sequence resulting in karyotypic mosaic 
individuals and even homoploid polyploidy individuals.

Consonant with antecedent studies (Comai, 2005; 
Gregory et al., 2000), specimens studied here showed 
significant linear increase in the morphologic body criteria 
BW and DS in response to overall PV increase (i.e. 
r=0.400, P=0.01 and r=0.317, P=0.046 respectively). The 
response was more striking when considering specimens 

(diploid, polyploidy and mosaic) exclusively from Salvador 
do Sul (n=11) where scalar values yielded complete 
hexaploid (λ=3; 6n=24) and octaploid (λ=4 or [2]5=8n=32) 
chromosome plates. All three morphologic body criteria 
BL, BW and DS showed significant linear increases in 
response to increases in PV. Phenotypic significance 
diminished for the cluster of specimens (n=25) presenting 
only irrational multiples of the diploid aggregate. Only 
the body criteria BW and DS showed significant linear 
increases with increasing PV at r=0.504, P=0.01 and 
r=0.438, P=0.029 respectively.

Irrational polyploid multiplicity of the 2n=8-aggregate 
reached the level of 5n=20 (λ=2.5). A solitary mosaic 
specimen presented over 70% of its chromosome plates at 
the pentaploid (5n) level (Figure 5). This is the only such 
case represented in this data and in fact for hundreds of 
specimens analyzed in this laboratory from this and other 
parts of South America (unpublished data).

Such complete ploidal increases, at times geometric in 
scale, well documented in previous work (Duncan et al., 
2010), can be accompanied by variable yet significant 
increases in distinct morphologic phenotypic measurements. 
This indicates that the kinetics of this type of ploidal increase 
for this group can be beneficial to the specimen. However 
they are relatively rare beyond the 4n level. Positive 
and significant regression of phenotypic measurements 
in response to increases in PV indicate a homeostasis 
of kinetics for at least some morphologic phenotypic 
criteria, a kinetics that can be significantly influenced by 
genomic labiality. It did not surpass DS = 100 mm2 but 
usually began regression at about 54 mm2 to a more wild 
type DS phenotype.

Multiplying diploids of the group, at 2n=8, reached as 
high as 8n=32 (as mosaics) and showed significant positive 
linear effects of PV on anatomic criteria. Previous studies 
for this region, analyzing correlations of anatomic criteria 
with ploidal multiplicity (Knakievicz et al., 2006), employed 
specimens of two species (i.e. G. schubarti and G. tigrina). 
The positive correlations of body criteria measurements 
of a group of specimens from Salvador do Sul with PV 
disagree with results of previous research for G. schubarti 
also from southern Brazil (Knakievicz et al., 2006) but 
are commensurate with research findings in other parts of 
the Americas (Gregory et al., 2000). The 2n chromosomal 
aggregate for G. schubarti was treated as 2n, 3n and 2n/3n 
mosaic with no consideration of any possible specific PV 
values for the mosaics. In this research PV calculations 
for scalar multiples, rational or irrational in homoploid or 
mosaic polyploid specimens were essential in recognizing 
positive linear correlation of PV with selected body criteria. 
Ploidal increase was accompanied by body size increase 
but only to a predictable level after which regression to 
more wild type PV began.

5. Conclusion

Diploid (2n) is the homeostatic chromosome 
complement of the basic n-aggregate for most species. 
Genotypic plasticity (i.e. genomic lability) can occur in 
varying degrees under diverse circumstances. Chromosome 
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stoichiometry is a form of genotypic plasticity. The lambda 
(λ) scalar multiplier is a measure of ploidal increase. 
At λ=2 (e.g. 2×n=2n) it measures the diploid chromosomal 
complement, homeostatic for most eukaryotes. At λ>2 
(applied to complete diploids) it is a measure of polyploidy 
which was significantly associated with certain phenotypic 
criteria of body dimensions in this study. Measurements of 
polyploidy herein thus capture something of the chromosomal 
stochastic “noise”. As such, polyploidy is also a partial 
measure of the kinetics associated with that “noise” and 
at least some of the related anatomic phenotypic response.

Robustness of a specimen or species, especially 
of “wild type” phenotype is the ability to withstand 
or avoid deleterious phenotypic effects of genotypic 
plasticity. Platyhelminth genera are especially robust in 
regenerative capacity after anatomic partition (Newmark 
and Alvarado, 2002; Wagner et al., 2011). Polyploidy is 
the main type of genotypic plasticity documented in this 
analysis. Endoreduplication at the meiotic and mitotic 
levels (Sterken et al., 2012) is a major mechanism giving 
rise to polyploidy.

The preponderance of stable 2n/3n karyotypic mosaic 
populations suggests a fairly high level of endoreduplication. 
G. schubarti presented specimens showing variable yet 
significant positive morphologic phenotypic response to 
wholesale chromosome dosage and even wholesale ploidal 
multiplicity change. “Wholesale chromosome dosage 
effect” at the physiologic level is documented in yeast 
(Pavelka et al., 2010). Data herein indicate that populations 
of G. schubarti can receive such genotypic dosage effect 
at the level of the entire ploidal base; increase leading to 
significant positive phenotypic (anatomic morphologic) 
response. This response then maintains a robust fitness of 
phenotype(s) in response to diverse environmental effects.

Kinetics of positive, robust phenotypic morphologic 
response to polyploidal scalar variation manifest a 
significant dynamic as reflected in significant regressions 
of phenotypic body criteria on ploidal values. A measure of 
the kinetics involving this dynamic is the scalar multiples 
of the diploid (2n) chromosomal complement present in 
this species. Robust regenerative homeostasis is a classic, 
characteristic of platyhelminths. This research demonstrates 
that this robust homeostasis is significantly based in similar 
genomic homeostasis grounded in dynamic kinetics 
where both genotypic plasticity and resulting phenotypic 
morphologic plasticity can be significant and beneficial. 
This robustness is diminished, inactivated or lost in 
species of higher complexity (e.g. Homo sapiens) where 
minimal genetic plasticity results in deleterious effects 
on phenotype up to and including morbidity. Definition 
of the kinetics documented herein present challenge of 
continuing refinement.
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